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1- Women Empowerment 

“Swami Vivekananda claimed the importance of women empowerment 

that without the empowerment of women it is no possibility of the prosperity of 

the world. He gave an example that a bird needs both the wings to fly, without 

one wing birds can’t fly, both the wings are equality important”.So, we educated the 

other wing of society as we known that one wing in man, other wing women. 

 

i - Object:-           

 Girls are encouraged to use digital classes by using projector, PPT presentation and home 

assignments, seminar, project work etc. 

 Beyond the teaching we motivated them to participate in various educational, 

environmental and in social activities conducted by NSS and Rangers. 

 To develop a healthy society, we utilize the co-curricular activity ofgirls in the field of 

sports & cultural activities at college level, university level & state level etc. 

 Our college making some additional efforts by providing fund and additional aids for 

rural and poor girls by inspiringBeti Bachao andBeti Padhao movement. 

 Girls are the central axis of any civilization as well as away healthy environment of a 

country because, she is only who connect the two civilization by their efforts. 

ii- Context:- 

According to manu script ^^;= uk;ZLrq iwT;Urs jeUrs r= nsork** so our college 

inspired all girls the achieve the higher education and place in society. ”Women have 

always been the life force of the Indian civilization” and are rightly regarded as the 

manifestation of its age old civilization values, culture and tradition. So feminine with us 



forms the pet ways to our well being. This is Shakti (Women) are perceived as the 

harbinger of our civilization. 

 

iii- Practices:- 

 All possible efforts is made by all faculty members to develop the caliber of girls. 

 Students are motivated to develop the soft copy of notes, PPT, PDF, JPEG files etc. 

 Remedial classes for OBC & SC girls are yearly conducted by various departments. 

 College provide fund for poor girls by students welfare committee, poor fund committee, 

Management committee as well as personally etc. 

 Departments of our college manage some extra efforts by career counseling to develop 

their career in various fields 

 We regularly organizing seminars webinars to develop the womens of our society by 

noticed them constitutional value, women right by Mission Shakti. 

 Sports and cultural activity provide a healthy environment as well as motivated the girls 

to raise up themselves in all possible directions. 

 College students helps the women of village for sanitization, cleaning, hygiene, 

importance of Vote, cleaning the houses& outside the houses by regularly door to door 

visit & by rally. 

 

iv- Evidence of success :- 

 Girls belonging to rural areas, bring up to develop in their knowledge. 

 Classroom seminars make an effective teaching environment and best method to present 

their views by the girls. 

 Weaker section students are encourage by extra classes and remedial classes. 

 By economic help high number of poor girls ispresent themselves to develop healthy 

society and good mentor of social environment. 

 Girls regularly known their rights by these different seminars and webinars and live their 

independent life with a security.    

v- Problems:- 

 Girls of Rural area are restricted by their Parents in absence of transport facilities. 

 Marriage of Rural girls makes them to leave the education. 

 Deficiency of money and suppressed the talents and education of girls. 

 Girls are not promoted to educate by villagers so only a few students’ reaches up to PG 

research, p.hd. and higher education.    

 



 



 



 



 

 

 

 



2- Clean and Green Environment & its Conservation 

 

i - Object:-           

 College motivated the Girls students for regular outdoor & indoor plantation to increase 

the environmental protocation. 

 Students of NSS and Rangers motivated the villagers for clean & Green environment. 

 Students regularly encourage seniors, juniors and society members not to use single used 

plastic and polybegs reduced the environmental hazards. 

 Our college & faculty members always motivated students, to reduce the environmental 

pollution by using Green gas, LPG, e-vehicles, bicycles and avoiding excess use of fossil 

fuel.  

ii- Context:- 

Pollution and pollutants are serious problems of the world so we regularly work on RRR 

(reduce, recycle and reuse)^^o`{k /kjk ds Hkw"k.k gS] djrs nwj iznw"k.k gSa**     

 “Together we will keep the environment clean, and we will end pollution. They will fill 

at as they do, if they do not stop pollution, they will die in vain”      

 “do not mix poison in the environment at all, do not spread pollution with your action. 

We will not get life again, our environment should be pollution free.”      

iii - Practices:- 

 Our college and NSS unit regularly engaged our students for plantation as well as for 

environmental cleaning. 

 Our students regularly organized poster presentation, PPT presentation, slogan 

competition and rally etc. to reduce the use of single used plastic and polybages. 

 Students regularly organizing plantation program every year in, college and outdoor the 

campus to reduce the negative impact of environment. 

 Our college campus and students regularly uses e-vehicles, bicycles, CNG, LPG, LED 

bulbs etc. Eco-friendly environment is developing by using renewable source of energy 

by installing solar panel.  

iv – Evidence of success :- 

 Our college is single used plastic free camps. 

 Students using Eco-friendly vehicles to reduce he negative impact of pollution. 

 Our college students &NSS units help in increasing the plants covered areas of college & 

outside the college. 



 College campus also participate in reducing the environmental pollution by plantation in 

campus as well using LPG, LED bulb, digital Library & online Classes. 

 Seminar are regularly organizing to reduce the hazardous effect of pollution as well as 

same play and orientation programs on pollution protection are organized 

v- Problems:- 

 Inefficient knowledge between parents and human beings of society to conserve the 

environment.    . 

 Regular cutting of tree by industrialization, urbanization. 

 Trees are catted down for their livelihood. 

 Regular road construction and high use of vehicles in transportation by the human beings. 

 High use of air condition, refrigerators induces the problems by degrading ozone layer. 

 High burning of fossil fuel in urban and high burning of wood and animal dunk cake in 

rural areas.    

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


